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Introduction 1
Single rotation propellers are highly efficient but are restricted to low 2 forward flight speeds and are also limited in the thrust they can generate.
3
A counter-rotating propeller design provides higher thrust and high aero-4 dynamic efficiency at high flight speeds. This is possible because the aft, 5 counter-rotating bladerow takes out the swirl put in by the front rotor. The 6 fuel burn benefit over conventional, ducted fan designs is estimated to be 7 more than 10 percent. A counter-rotating pusher propeller configuration is 8 considered in this report and will henceforth be referred to as "open rotor" 9 (see Fig. 1 ).
10
One of the technology roadblocks for the open rotor architecture is the 11 associated aerodynamic noise. The noise spectra from an open rotor appear 12 overwhelmingly tonal however the broadband noise contributes significantly 13 to the overall EPNL (effective perceived noise levels) [1] . The tonal noise is 
31
The concept of counter-rotating, un-ducted propellers was seriously in-32 vestigated first in the early 1980s when oil price was soaring. Significant ad-33 vances leading to engine flight tests were performed, but the ensuing slump 34 in oil price put the concept on hold. In the last 5-8 years, the concept has around for a while, and aerodynamic noise has been one of its biggest design 38 challenges, there is a rich history of publications in this field.
39
Peake and Parry [9] reported the experimental findings of an acoustic shielding experiment car-97 ried out in the 9" x 15" low-speed wind tunnel (LSWT) at NASA Glenn.
98
They tested acoustic shielding from two (long and short) plates that are rep-99 resentative of an airplane wing or a horizontal/vertical stabilizer. They [23] 100 also mention that the spatial resolution of the microphones is not enough to 101 accurately resolve tonal noise directivity, as it can be very peaky. Installa- 
Prediction Process

112
The proposed open rotor aerodynamic noise prediction process involves thus changing the blade pitch/twist during operation, and (2) errors in 128 the CFD method used in predicting aerodynamic loads (hence power).
129
The shaft power differences can also be minimized by adjusting the 130 shaft rotation speed in the simulations. However, changing the rota-131 tion speed will dramatically alter the radiation efficiencies of the tones 132 (modes) and hence the predicted acoustic power in the farfield. There-133 fore, the choice of scaling by using pitch rather than rotor speed is 134 preferable and is employed here. 
Results
196
Results from a recent test campaign [27, 23] design. This geometry has a 12-bladed front rotor and a 10-bladed aft rotor. 
227
The near field of the dipole and the quadrupole source is reasonably well 228 captured, while the far-field prediction is excellent. 
Validation Against Test Data
240
For comparisons against test data, we focus our attention on the F31A31 
249
The scaling with Mach number of different tones is determined by which of 250 these dominate. 
280
Analyzing the results in such groups is useful as it identifies the contribution 281 of noise by a specific wake harmonic of the front rotor. Good agreement 282 is observed for these sets of comparisons as well. It is also noted that the 283 overall tone power level (in Fig. 9 ) is very much governed by the interaction 284 of the first wake/vortex harmonic of R1 with R2 (i.e., by the [1, given observer location, the sonic radius is defined as the radius at which the 308 source moves towards the observer at sonic speed. 
where Σ denotes the surface enclosing all the sound sources for the given 396 problem. The sound emitted by the source located at x s at time τ is received 397
by the observer located at x at time t. The relation between the source time,
398
τ and the observer time, t is 399
where c is the speed of sound. For an observer in the farfield (|x| |x s |) 400 Eq. A.2 can be approximated as
Recognizing that the source x s is located at x s = y at time τ = 0 and moves 402 with the velocity U (i.e., x s = y + Uτ ), Eq. A.3 can be further expanded as
where M r is the source Mach number in the direction of the observer. Taking 404 the derivative of Eq. A.4 w.r.t. τ gives p (x, t)e
and dt → dτ in the above using Eq. A.5 to get
The hat (ˆ) denotes a Fourier transformed quantity. Using Eq. A.4 to express t in terms of the source time τ in the exponent gives
The constant phase shift, exp
, which represents the time which is the form of the integral equation used here.
Appendix B. R1-R2 Interaction Noise
419
A mathematical reasoning for the generation of sum and difference tones 420 due to rotor-rotor (R1-R2) interaction is given below. In the stationary,
421
cylindrical frame of reference (x, r, θ, t), the R1 wake can be represented by
g (x, r) exp {i n N R 1 (−Ω 1 t + θ)} , (B.1)
where Ω 1 is the angular velocity of R1. In the frame of reference attached to and hence the expression "sum" and "difference" tones is used to refer to 440 rotor-rotor interaction tones.
441
Note that while the "sum" tones are easily observed in experiments, the rendering the radiation efficiency of "difference" tones to be very low.
